Eye movement analyses indicate the underlying reading strategy in the recovery of lexical readers
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Background: Psycholinguistic error analysis of dyslexic responses in various reading tasks provides the primary basis for clinically discriminating subtypes of pathological reading. Within this framework, phonology-related errors are indicative of a sequential word processing strategy, whereas lexical and semantic errors are associated with a lexical reading strategy. Despite the large number of published intervention studies, relatively little is known about changes in error distributions during recovery in dyslexic patients.

Aims: The main purpose of the present work was to extend the scope of research on the time course of recovery in readers with acquired dyslexia, using eye tracking methodology to examine word processing in real time. The guiding hypothesis was that in lexical readers a reduction of lexical errors and an emerging predominant production of phonological errors should be associated with a change to a more segmental moment-to-moment reading behaviour.

Methods & Procedures: Five patients participated in an eye movement supported reading intervention, where both lexical and segmental reading was facilitated. Reading performance was assessed before (T1) and after (T2) therapy intervention via recording of eye movements. Analyses included a novel way to examine the spatiotemporal dynamics of processing using distributions of fixation positions as different time intervals. These subdistributions reveal the gradual shifting of fixation positions during word processing, providing an adequate metric for objective classification of online reading strategies.

Outcome & Results: Therapy intervention led to improved reading accuracy in all subjects. In three of five participants, analyses revealed a restructuring in the underlying reading mechanisms from predominantly lexical to more segmental word processing. In contrast, two subjects maintained their lexical reading procedures. Importantly, the fundamental assumption that a high number of phonologically based reading errors must be associated with segmental word processing routines, while the production of lexical errors is indicative of a holistic reading strategy could not be verified.

Conclusions: Our results indicate that despite general improvements in reading performance, only some patients reorganised their word identification process. Contradictive
data raise doubts on the validity of psycholinguistic error analysis as an exclusive indicator of changes in reading strategy. We suggest this traditional approach to combine with innovative eye tracking methodology in the interest of more comprehensive diagnostic strategies.
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Healthy reading is characterised by automatised and overlearned interactions of lexical and sublexical reading processes (Cherney, 2004; Coltheart, 2006, 2012; Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001; Houghton & Zorzi, 2003; Rapcsak, Henry, Teague, Carnahan, & Beeson, 2007) which enable skilled readers to identify familiar as well as unfamiliar words. Patients with acquired central dyslexia do not show this well-coordinated interaction of both mechanisms; instead, they pathologically rely predominantly on one of the two reading routes. Traditionally, psycholinguistic error analysis of dyslexic responses in various reading tasks provides the basis for clinically discriminating subtypes of reading impairment (Coltheart, 1980; Greenwald, 2000; Morton & Patterson, 1980; Patterson, Marshall, & Coltheart, 1985). According to this approach, deep dyslexic patients show a complete failure of pseudoword reading due to severely impaired sublexical reading procedures. Word identification relies on a secondary, often error prone, lexical–semantic reading route. Hence, typical features of deep dyslexia are semantically and visually guided lexical errors, morphological and phonological errors, and the appearance of a concreteness effect (i.e., concrete words are read significantly better than abstract words; e.g., Buchanan, McEwen, Westbury, & Libben, 2003; Coltheart, 1980; Rastle, Tyler, & Marslen-Wilson, 2006). Phonological dyslexia is considered to be an alleviated form of deep dyslexia. Both disorders are widely assumed to represent two end points on a single severity-based dyslexia continuum and they exhibit a high overlap of dyslexic symptoms (Crisp, Howard, & Lambon Ralph, 2011; Crisp & Lambon Ralph, 2006; Friedman, 1996). The prevalence of the relevant erroneous responses is dependent on the interaction and severity of the phonological and semantic impairment (Crisp et al., 2011; Crisp & Lambon Ralph, 2006).

In contrast, patients with surface dyslexia rely on a relatively intact sublexical reading route. Difficulties are manifested in direct access of orthographic representations with exceptional challenges when reading words with irregular orthography. Reading is characterised by apparent attempts to sequentially process words from left to right. This impairment is generally assumed to mainly result in phonological reading errors, although visually guided lexical errors can also be observed (e.g., Patterson et al., 1985).

Over the last two decades, numerous single case studies have described rehabilitation approaches of patients with acquired dyslexia. Treatment of acquired reading disorders is generally focused on individual deficits and residual capabilities, attempting to strengthen lexical, semantic, and/or phonological representations (Ablinger et al., submitted; Bowes & Martin, 2007; Cherney, 2004; Coltheart & Byng, 1989; De Partz, 1986; Friedman & Nitzberg Lott, 2002; Friedman & Robinson, 1991; Kiran, Thompson, & Hashimoto, 2001; Leff & Behrmann, 2008; Mitchum & Berndt, 1991;
Irrespective of the particular method of treatment, therapy outcome is usually assessed via improved reading accuracy (e.g., Friedman & Nitzberg Lott, 2002; Friedman & Robinson, 1991; Yampolsky & Waters, 2002) and changes in reading behaviour. In this context, only a minority of studies have reported the distribution of errors over various categories. However, this specification is useful, as changes in error distribution over the time course of recovery may reveal critical information on the underlying reading procedure (see Ablinger, Huber, Schattka, & Radach, 2013; Ablinger et al., submitted; Schattka, Radach, & Huber, 2010).

Following this logic, segmental reading is characterised by a high number of segmental errors, whereas predominant lexical and semantic errors are indicative of lexical reading.

Reading error classification can also be used to infer changes in reading strategies. As an early example, De Partz (1986) reported modified reading behaviour in a previously deep dyslexic reader after a 9-month intensive therapy intervention. In spite of a still existing discrete imageability deficit, a regularity effect, characteristic for surface dyslexia, emerged in this patient. In line with this development, errors typical for deep dyslexia, such as semantic errors, nearly disappeared while errors resulting from a misapplication of grapheme–phoneme transcoding rules became more frequent. A change from lexical to segmental reading was also described by Nolan and coworkers (Nolan, Volpe, & Burton, 1997). Their patient suffered from a traumatic head injury and initially showed clear symptoms of deep dyslexic reading with poor grapheme–phoneme conversion abilities. However, 4 months after his injury, he presented mild surface dyslexia with a substantial regularity effect as well as phonologically and visually based reading errors.

During the past decade, the recording and analysis of eye movements (see Radach & Kennedy, 2004, 2013; Rayner, 2009, for comprehensive overviews) has proved extremely useful to gain a better understanding of visuomotor and linguistic mechanisms in pathological reading with peripheral and central disorders (e.g., Ablinger et al., 2013; Behrmann, Shomstein, Black, & Barton, 2001; Johnson & Rayner, 2007; Rayner & Johnson, 2005; Schattka et al., 2010).

This research is challenging due to the complexities of eye movement behaviour in pathological reading, with patients typically engaging in multiple fixations and reading passes. Our team has attempted to counter these problems in two related ways. First, we have developed a reading task in which we arrange unrelated target words in a line by line format, removing the higher order processing demands of sentence reading, but preserving the dynamic nature of word by word processing (Schattka et al., 2010). Second, our principal way of analysing data from patients with severe reading difficulties relies on a combination of spatial and temporal eye movement parameters, allowing us to quantify the use of different reading strategies (Ablinger et al., 2013, submitted). More specifically, the multiple fixations made during an attempt to read a target word are divided into equal bins (usually terciles are used, corresponding to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd thirds of all fixations which are made) and the resulting partial distributions of fixation positions computed (see below, for a more detailed description). This analysis strategy is guided by the idea that segmental reading is characterised by gradually moving fixations through the word from left to the right, while in lexical reading fixation positions tend to accumulate close to word centre
Building on this work, we recently developed an eye-movement-based treatment method for patients with central dyslexia. The method uses saccade contingent display changes to trigger either sequential or holistic word processing (see below for details), with the aim of strengthening both the more impaired and the better preserved processing route, as well as improving flexibility in utilising both reading routes in patients with central dyslexia (Ablinger et al., submitted). All subjects of that study benefited from therapy intervention; total reading time, the needed number of fixations to identify the target, and reading accuracy improved significantly. While seven of eight participants maintained or even optimised the underlying reading procedure, only one patient changed his underlying reading strategy as a consequence of therapy intervention. He switched from a clearly lexical to an explicit sequential reading procedure. Interestingly, he is also the only lexical reader who showed a considerable reduction of lexical errors after reading intervention.

In the present study, we substantially extend this work to examine in more detail the dynamics of reading recovery in a sample of patients all diagnosed as lexical readers. Both conventional linguistic error analyses and eye tracking methodology were utilised to study word reading strategies at two time points, before and after therapy intervention. The focus of interest was the question whether linguistic error type and changes in distributions over various error types are associated with changes in real-time reading behaviour as indicated by eye movements. Our theoretical starting point was the hypothesis that in lexical readers a reduction of lexical errors and an emerging predominant production of phonological errors should be associated with a change to a more segmental moment-to-moment reading behaviour. This work provides an extension of the well-established approach to characterise procedures of oral reading based on overt articulation. In addition, we include online eye tracking methodology to obtain information about processes of word identification in real time (Radach & Kennedy, 2013; Rayner, 2009).

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Five subjects with manifested acquired dyslexia, all in the chronic stage of aphasia, participated in this study. Patients were recruited from the Aachen aphasia ward, where they received an intensive 7-week treatment (Huber, Springer, & Willmes, 1993). All participants were native German speakers, had normal or corrected to normal vision and were premorbidly right-handed (Edinburgh Inventory, Oldfield, 1971). Type and severity of aphasia were determined based on the Aachen Aphasia Test

---

1 The validity of fixation positions within words as indicators of lexical and sub-lexical processing has been confirmed in research conducted from a number of different perspectives. On a fundamental level, it appears clear that the centre of words provides the functional target for incoming initial saccades into words (Engbert & Krügel, 2010; Rayner, 1979). Looking at eye movements within words, research on the reading of complex words has indicated that saccade landing positions are sensitive to fine grain processing strategies on the orthographic and morphological level (e.g., Hyönä, Bertram, & Pollatsek, 2004; Inhoff, Radach, & Heller, 2000). Systematic relations between fixation positions and fixation durations have been documented (Radach & Heller, 2000; Vitu, McConkie, Kerr, & O’Regan, 2001), and the more sequential nature of word processing in developing readers has been shown to clearly correspond to more within-word refixations and larger oculomotor word length effects (Huestegge, Radach, Corbic, & Huestegge, 2009; Joseph, Liversedge, Blythe, White, & Rayner, 2009).
(AAT) performance profiles (Huber, Poeck, Weniger, & Willmes, 1983; Willmes, 1985) before and after therapy. The etiology was vascular in four patients, one suffered from a craniocerebral injury (CCI). A detailed description is provided in Table 1.

Procedure and material

All five participants were included in an eye-movement-based reading intervention (for methodological details, see Ablinger et al., submitted; key elements are reported below). In the present study, we sought to determine whether a specific therapy approach facilitates a change in the underlying reading strategy. For this reason, we determined the preferred reading strategy for every participant on the basis of oculomotor behaviour before and after reading intervention (T1, T2). Participants were asked to read aloud a set of 150 target words while eye movements and articulation were recorded simultaneously. Target words were individually selected during baseline examination (T1), where a total of 400 potential targets had to be read twice during two consecutive sessions. Words that could not be named or showed an extremely inflated reading time were included into the individualised item pool. All of these items were nouns varying in word length from six to nine letters.

Classification of reading strategy

To classify the underlying reading strategy, we utilised a data analysis technique that has proved very useful in our recent work (Ablinger et al., 2013, submitted). More specifically, we divided the total number of fixations per target word into three equal bins (terciles) and computed the resulting distributions of fixation positions. Comparing these subdistributions reveals the gradual shifting of fixation positions over the time course of word processing, providing an adequate metric for objective classification of reading strategies. A patient using a sequential reading strategy gradually moves fixations through the word from left to right, resulting in three spatially distant peaks in position distributions spread out between word beginning and word end. In contrast, lexical readers typically produce subdistributions with fixation positions accumulating near the word centre.

Therapy procedure

Our approach to therapy follows the principle of combined treatment by stimulating both lexical and segmental word processing routes. The lexical reading method was designed to stimulate whole word processing. To this end, eye movement contingent display changes were employed to force fixation of the word centre (see Inhoff, Eiter, & Radach, 2005; Schotter, Angele, & Rayner, 2012, for discussions of saccade contingent display methods). Critically, as soon as a fixation was detected outside of the centre region, all letters outside of this region became masked. After fixating within the central field for 3,000 ms, the patient was confronted with a corrective feedback about her/his reading performance. In the segmental therapy approach, serial processing of target items was supported by a gradual presentation of word segments. Depending on word length, words were displayed in two or three segments. The complete unmasked word remained on the screen for 3,000 ms. After completion of each item, the patient was confronted with corrective feedback about her/his reading performance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age in years</th>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Years in education</th>
<th>Etiology</th>
<th>Visual deficit</th>
<th>Duration post onset in months</th>
<th>Overall severity and aphasia syndrome classification*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>No abnormality detected</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Moderate nonclassifiable aphasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHJ</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Hemianopia in right upper quadrant</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>Moderate Broca’s aphasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Train driver</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No abnormality detected</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Severe Broca’s aphasia; speech apraxia, slight dysarthria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Dental assistant</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>No abnormality detected</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Moderate nonclassifiable aphasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>No abnormality detected</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Moderate Broca’s aphasia; slight speech apraxia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Allocation to aphasic syndrome by means of a nonparametric discrimination analysis programme (Hebbema, Hermans, & van den Broek, 1974; Huber et al., 1983).
Apparatus and procedure

To examine reading performance, target words were presented on the computer screen arranged in lines similar to normal sentence reading. This alignment preserves the normal spatial configuration found in text reading so that visual processing demands are close to a natural reading situation. Importantly, the task of reading a sequence of well-controlled nouns avoids higher order post-lexical processing on the sentence and text level that often overwhelms patients with severe reading disabilities. This methodology was used successfully in our laboratory to examine patients suffering from mild to moderate central dyslexia in the context of aphasia and peripheral dyslexia, again showing sensitivity to visual and cognitive processing demands (Ablinger et al., 2013, submitted; Schattka et al., 2010).

Eye movements were recorded using an SR EyeLink 1,000 video-based eye tracking system. The registration is based on infrared light reflection from pupil and cornea at a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz. Viewing was binocular but eye movements were recorded from the right eye only. Head position was stabilised with a forehead rest and small movements were compensated online. The system calibrates eye position using an array of three black dots placed equidistantly on a horizontal target line. These targets are presented individually in fixed order and subjects are asked to fixate each dot, which is automatically controlled by the eye tracking system. Successful calibration was immediately followed by a validation routine that determined the stability and accuracy of the initial measurement.

The target words were displayed in black on a grey background using a 21-inch monitor running at a resolution of 1,680 × 1,050. Text was presented in nonproportional 15 point Courier font corresponding to 12 pixels per letter horizontally. At a viewing distance of 54 cm, each character subtended approximately 0.5° of visual angle. Blanks before words had the width of a character. After the first calibration, the reading task was demonstrated using one line of eight practice items. Participants were asked to fixate a cross at the left end of the line before the eight written words were shown simultaneously. This served as a signal to start reading aloud all eight words in a sequence. When finished, the participant fixated a string of x (xxXxx) at the end of the line and pressed a key on a gamepad which caused the stimuli to disappear. During each session, verbal expressions were digitally recorded on a PC (Adobe Audition, 1.5) for subsequent linguistic analysis.

Data selection and analysis

A target word was included in data analysis when a fixation fell on at least one of its constituent letters or on the blank space preceding it. Data were organised in terms of pairs of incoming saccades and following fixation durations. Observations containing blinks or fixation durations shorter than 70 ms or longer than 2,000 ms, and those outside of three standard deviations of the mean were excluded from analyses. In addition to these standard procedures (Inhoff & Radach, 1998), we also discarded observations with just one fixation per gaze to eliminate cases where eyes have briefly slipped over word boundaries. The first and last word on the line served as fillers and were not considered in any data analyses. In the current study, we used total reading time (the summed duration of all fixations within the target word including later re-reading), and total number of fixations to characterise the reading process of our
dyslexic subjects (see Ablinger et al., 2013; Johnson & Rayner, 2007; Rayner & Johnson, 2005, for similar data analysis procedures).

Eye movement data were analysed with the software Eye Movement Data Analyser (EyeMap; Tang, Reilly, & Vorstius, 2012) and subsequent statistical analyses were computed using IBM SPSS Statistics 21 software. Performance at different testing points was assessed with the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Reading accuracy between testing points was examined with the McNemar’s test. All statistical analyses are based on one-sided testing.

In line with prior research, we also conducted a standard linguistic error analysis. Reading errors were classified into four categories: segmental phonological errors (including neologistic responses with high as well as low phonological similarity to the target), lexical errors (including lexical responses with and without visual (orthographic) similarity to the target), semantic errors (including responses with semantic relation to the target item), and omissions (including no responses, abortions, and perseverations).

RESULTS

In the following section, we first report standard error analyses describing overt reading behaviour in all five subjects. We then refer to eye movement patterns in terms of word viewing time and number of fixations to quantify the effectiveness of word reading. Finally, we examine the spatiotemporal dynamics of word reading to determine reading strategies used by our patients over the course of the recovery progress.

Overt reading behaviour

In all subjects, oral word and pseudoword reading was poor before therapy intervention. While word reading improved significantly in all participants, there were no changes in pseudoword reading patterns in any of the patients. Table 2 provides a summary of oral reading responses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Accuracy and error distribution in word reading. Accuracy for pseudowords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Words (n = 150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH</td>
<td>T1 16 (10.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 66 (44.0)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHJ</td>
<td>T1 0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 72 (48.0)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>T1 0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 22 (14.7)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>T1 0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 52 (34.7)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>T1 18 (12.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 89 (59.3)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant change in error distribution from T1 to T2, p < .05, McNemar’s test.
DH’s reading was relatively fluent with some syllable-by-syllable utterances. At T1, he already showed some correct responses. His reading was dominated by lexically based responses and to a lesser part by phonologically guided reading errors. Most of his semantic errors showed a visual (orthographic) similarity to the target. At T2, lexical errors decreased significantly, so that the proportion of lexically and segmental phonologically based errors became relatively balanced.

SHJ produced a high proportion of omissions at T1. The majority of his verbal utterances were lexical errors with visual similarity to the target. He showed some semantic errors, some of which appeared visually (orthographically) related to the target. All of his utterances were quite fluent. After reading intervention at T2, his oral utterances suggested a change in his reading behaviour. Now only a few correct responses were articulated immediately. In most cases, he needed several attempts to identify the first graphemes (sometimes they were spelled alphabetically). This eventually resulted either in correct responses or lexical errors with visual similarity to the target.

At T1, most of ST’s responses were omissions; in addition, he also produced segmental phonological errors and lexical errors. Overall, ST appeared quite fast in scanning the word line. After therapy intervention at T2, omissions remained the main error type, but reading accuracy had increased. Segmental phonological errors remained the main erroneous responses. At both testing points, responses were sometimes produced syllable by syllable. Due to mild impairments in terms of dysarthria and speech apraxia, some responses were imprecisely articulated.

KM’s responses were only in part produced fluently. She often made several attempts to identify the first phoneme of a target word. These attempts predominantly resulted in lexical errors and omissions (including abortions and perseverations). At T2, the number of correct responses increased significantly. Segmental phonological errors and lexical errors were the main error type after therapy intervention.

SW showed some correct target word articulations at T1. However, most of his responses were omissions and segmental phonological errors. Independent of error type, he often needed several attempts to identify the target, and, similar to patient ST, his utterances were often produced in a syllable-by-syllable fashion. After reading intervention at T2, the number of correct responses increased significantly. In the majority of cases, responses were pronounced in and most frequently errors were still phonological in nature.

Word viewing times before and after intervention

Table 3 provides individual comparisons of total reading time and total number of fixation per word for T1 versus T2 along with adequate test statistics (nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). The expected outcome would be a significant decrease in both parameters, indicating more effective word processing as result of therapy-based improvement. However, this result was only observed in three out of five patients (DH, ST, and SW). In contrast, for two subjects (SHJ, KM), total reading time and total number of fixations increased significantly from T1 to T2. A possible explanation for this very interesting result can be derived from the distribution of reading errors reported in Table 3. Since both patients produced a relatively high proportion of omissions before the beginning of reading intervention, the larger cognitive load invested at T2 may indicate that full word recognition was attempted.
in cases that at T1 would have resulted in premature cancellation of processing. Indeed, when only correct responses are included in the analyses, KM shows a comparable pattern as the other participants.

Reading strategies over the course of therapy intervention

The oculomotor behaviour during reading at both testing points served to determine individually preferred reading strategies. Analyses of fixation positions during the initial, middle, and final part of word processing indicated a predominantly lexical reading strategy in all patients at T1 (see Figure 1). In DH, KM, and SW, the spatial distance between the peaks of the first and the last third of the fixation distribution was two characters or less. Fixation positions accumulated to a central point, ideally, as observed with DH and KM, close to or at the word centre. ST slightly deviated from an ideal pattern of lexical reading as his final third of fixation positions showed a second peak at letter position 5, indicating preferred lexical reading combined with some degree of sublexical processing. In SHJ, the asymmetric co-appearance of both reading routes is even more obvious. However, since the peak of the final subdistribution was located only one position right of the word centre the predominant reading strategy was determined as lexical.

Looking at T2, there is clear evidence that in three of five subjects (DH, ST, SHJ), a restructuring of the reading process occurred. In DH and ST, the peaks of all subdistributions were spatially spread out between word beginning and word end, indicating a transition towards much more sequential word processing. In SHJ, three clearly spatially marked fixation distributions emerged, located between word beginning and word centre. Apparently, word identification started with a sequential processing strategy but still included a substantial lexical component. In contrast, KM and SW maintained their lexical reading procedures at T2, as indicated by spatially overlapping subdistributions. Most fixations in their final third of word processing are clearly clustered left of the word centre.²

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T1 Number of</th>
<th>T2 Number of</th>
<th>T1 Total Reading</th>
<th>T2 Total reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fixations</td>
<td>fixations</td>
<td>time in ms</td>
<td>time in ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH</td>
<td>14.6 (7.0)</td>
<td>11.8 (6.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>4,061 (2,045)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHJ</td>
<td>22.6 (6.4)</td>
<td>39.4 (25.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>6,809 (2,049)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>11.1 (5.1)</td>
<td>6.3 (2.7)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>3,455 (1,810)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>12.8 (8.1)</td>
<td>16.8 (13.1)</td>
<td>=.002</td>
<td>3,253 (2,173)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>31.7 (22.7)</td>
<td>21.6 (16.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>9,303 (6,698)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p-Values refer to nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

² Saccade landing sites were also plotted exclusively for trials with versus without correct responses, resulting in distributions very similar to those reported in Figure 1. This supplementary analysis suggested that there appears to be no direct relationship between real-time visuomotor behaviour and the success of word recognition as expressed in verbal responses.
For every participant, general language performance was reassessed by the AAT (Huber et al., 1983) at the end of their 7-week treatment in the Aachen aphasia ward. Performance in spontaneous speech, the Token Test, literary language, repetition,
naming, and comprehension were assessed. Only two subjects (KM and SHJ) improved significantly in the subtest literary language. KM also showed significant improvements in naming, which was also part of an intensive treatment programme. In all other subjects all other subtests remained stable, or only improved marginally in comparison to the AAT pretest.

**DISCUSSION**

One major aim of the present study was to determine the relationship between changes in error distribution over the course of dyslexic recovery and reading strategies as indexed by visuomotor behaviour. Reading strategies were examined in five aphasic lexical readers before and after a specific therapy intervention. Innovative eye tracking methodology provided detailed information about minimal changes in real-time word identification processes.

On a general level, it is apparent that therapy intervention led to improved reading accuracy in all five subjects with chronic aphasia. Due to the chronic stage of disease, it appears exceedingly unlikely that spontaneous recovery contributed to the efficacy of our therapy. Indeed, assessment results indicated that none of the subjects improved performance in skills that were not part of our specific training, including repetition, comprehension, or naming (except for one patient who received a specific
naming treatment). Only two subjects (KM and SHJ) showed further improvements, but exclusively in literary language. In conclusion, it appears safe to assume that therapy success can be attributed to our specific reading intervention. Word identification succeeded faster and was associated with a reduced number of fixations in three patients, DH, ST, and SW. In KM and SHJ, baseline performance was characterised by the production of a relatively high proportion of omissions. As a consequence of treatment, the number of abandoned trials was substantially reduced, leading to a paradoxical increase in total reading time and number of fixations. When increased performance is observed, this may be attributed either to optimising predominant reading procedures or to the re-calibration of both reading routes so that the typical asymmetry between lexical and sequential reading is reduced. The first possibility appears to be typical for patients with pure alexia (e.g., Ablinger et al., 2013), whereas for central dyslexia, the situation is less clear.

Traditionally, a psycholinguistic error analysis of dyslexic responses in various reading tasks serves to classify the predominant reading strategy (Buchanan et al., 2003; Coltheart, 1980; Patterson et al., 1985; Rastle et al., 2006). Consequently, any modification in reading behaviour should be associated with changes in the observed error distribution. However, in most published studies, very little information is given about possible shifts of error distribution in relation to assumed reading strategies in the recovery process of dyslexic readers (see De Partz, 1986; Nolan et al., 1997, for notable exclusions).

The present work used a recently developed technique for objective classification of preferred reading strategies (Ablinger et al., 2013, submitted). Usually, in eye movement research on reading the analyses of temporal and spatial parameters is kept separate, based on the assumption that the decisions of when versus where to move are guided by different mechanisms (e.g., Liversedge & Findlay, 2000). The standard way to report on the spatial aspect of eye movement control is to plot the distribution of the landing positions of incoming saccades over all letter positions within a target word (see Radach & Kempe, 1993; Radach & McConkie, 1998, for German data). The large number of fixations made by dyslexic patients during the processing of a single word makes it possible to partition the total fixation position distributions into subdistributions for different phases of word processing. This allows specifying where the focus of information acquisition is during each phase and, most importantly in the given context, it makes any shift in this focus of information intake transparent (see Radach, Inhoff, & Heller, 2004, for a discussion of factors affecting saccade landing sites in normal reading).

Ideally, a patient using a sequential reading strategy should gradually move fixations through the word from left to right, resulting in spatially distant peaks in position distributions spread out between word beginning and word end. In contrast, an ideal lexical reader should produce subdistributions with fixation positions accumulating close to the word centre. The present study examined a sample of patients that all showed strong oculomotor evidence for a preferred lexical reading strategy before intervention. In addition to this dominant lexical processing mode, two patients (ST, SHJ) also demonstrated an additional sequential processing component. In contrast, linguistic error analysis suggested only in three subjects a typical lexical reading pattern with predominant lexical errors at T1 (DH, SHJ, KM). Although ST also produced many lexical errors, the vast majority of erroneous verbal responses in both ST and SW were classified as segmental phonological errors.
In line with traditional linguistic error analysis, this main error type would indeed indicate to a more sequential reading procedure.

Looking at changes in error distribution over the course of recovery, SW and SHJ remained more or less stable. Although lexical errors remained the main verbal response in SHJ, he was the only patient whose overt responses suggested a change in the underlying reading strategy. Omissions and lexical errors with visual similarity to the target were replaced by repeated attempts to identify the first graphemes. Although this very time consuming identification process succeeded in nearly 50% of the items, the modified reading behaviour often exceeded his capacities and led to the production of a relatively high number of visually based guessing errors (see also Friedman & Nitzberg Lott, 2000). This overt behaviour corresponds nicely to the ocular data at T2. As fixation patterns suggest, sequential word identification was only present for the first half of the word. Additionally, the fact that SHJ rarely fixated to the right of the word centre is fully in line with the high number of guessing errors.

In KM, our specific reading intervention caused a significant reduction of omissions, while phonologically based reading errors increased. DH showed a considerable decrease in lexical errors at T2. For both patients, the proportion of lexical and segmental errors was quite counterbalanced. Nevertheless, fixation position analysis at T2 revealed a sustained lexical reading procedure after therapy intervention in KM, and a reorganisation from lexical to segmental reading in DH. We assume that the change in his ocularomotor behaviour related to more successful sequential reading compared to the frequent lexical guessing errors observed at baseline.

A slight increase in segmental phonological errors and decrease in lexical errors at T2 were found in ST. Still, sequential phonological errors remained the main verbal erroneous responses at T2. Our intervention led to much more incremental reading as indicated by the spatial separation between peaks of fixation position subdistributions, clearly reflecting a change from lexical to segmental reading. This procedure presumably also structured and facilitated his verbal output, which was influenced by speech apraxia. In contrast, SW did not show any substantial changes in error distribution from T1 to T2, as segmental phonological errors remained the dominant error type. Similarly, fixation position analysis did not reveal a change in the underlying reading strategy.

Perhaps the most important result of the present work is that, with the exception of SHJ, data from all participants indicate discrepancies between word reading strategies suggested by linguistic error analysis and those documented with visuomotor data. This is especially clear in the case of SW, who maintained a strong tendency for targeting saccades at the word centre at both T1 and T2, even though his many segmental phonological errors would predict the opposite. On the other hand, ST clearly modified his online processing behaviour towards a more sequential strategy, a change that was not at all reflected in his overt error distribution. Our data indicate that readers who maintained a lexical strategy are slower and need more fixations compared to segmental readers for successfully identifying a word. The observed increase in word processing effort may at least partly be related to difficulties in access to lexical phonology.

To summarise, the hypothesis that a high number of phonologically based reading errors should be associated with online segmental word processing routines, while the production of lexical errors is indicative of a holistic reading (decoding) strategy, could not be verified in our visuomotor analyses. More
generally, the data raise doubts on the common assumption that overt reading
errors (and changes in error distribution) necessarily provide a reliable indicator
for online word processing.

As a tentative conclusion, we suggest that when examining oral reading of patients
with central dyslexia, features of the verbal output should be considered separate
from real-time letter and word recognition routines (see, Inhoff, Solomon, Radach, &
Seymour, 2011; Vorstius, Radach, & Lonigan, in press, for detailed discussions of
visual and linguistic information processing in normal oral reading, for detailed
discussions of visual and linguistic information processing in normal oral reading).
The point is somewhat similar to the issue of verbal repetition, where it has been
useful to differentiate between decoding and encoding routines in word processing
(Ablinger, Abel, & Huber, 2008; Baron, Hanley, Dell, & Kay, 2008; Dell, Martin, &
Schwartz, 2007). It is our view that letter decoding and word recognition mechanisms
are predominantly reflected in the observable behaviour of the eyes as letter and
word processing progresses over time. On the other hand, psycholinguistic error
analyses remain the gold standard for assessing the nature of encoding and produc-
tion routines that determine the end result of word processing and the subsequent
verbal responses. At both end of this spectrum processing may be of a more
segmental or more holistic nature.

Our results point to important implications for approaches to therapy. A change
from lexical to segmental reading may be related to improved monitoring mechan-
isms. As shown in DH and ST, two cases with an initially large number of visually
based lexical errors or mild speech apraxia, respectively, a segmental reading
approach may support the buildup of monitoring mechanisms, leading to a more
efficient word identification process.

In any case, an optimal therapeutic strategy should rely on the best possible
diagnostic support for planning and evaluation. Based on our results, we suggest
that in addition to standard linguistic error analysis, the online monitoring of
word processing via eye tracking methodology should become a regular part of
future diagnostic assessment batteries for patients with acquired dyslexia.
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